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How will tomorrow’s most
successful companies
be organized and managed?



Can you imagine how 
dramatically work will change 
in the years ahead?
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The most critical question 
for a company is 

are we adapting 
as fast as the 
world around us?

In an era of relentless, 
high-velocity change . . .



The most formidable challenges 
confronting organizations today: 
•     Adapting strategy continuously to stay ahead

•     Creating organizations fit for the future and fit for people

•     Making innovation everyone’s job … every day  

•     Creating environments that engage and inspire
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MOBILE ECOSYSTEMS

EVOLVING
• Capability counts more than credentials and titles

• Resources flow naturally to opportunities

• Hierarchies support adaptive networks

• Authority is fluid and contingent on value-added

• Networks are self-defining and decentralized

• Decisions are self-regulating, aligned, and FAST

So what makes an organization 
adaptable, innovative,
and engaging?

… just like the internet              
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High performing organizations will 
rely on the intelligent integration of 
human networks and technology 

Technology leads and social 
systems lag… and the gap is 
widening  

Tomorrow...

Today...
Quantified

Work
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To close the gap
we need a new way… 
One that is smart, social, and agile with 
innovation at the core  

Innovation is about more than just planning 
new products, services, brand extensions, 
technological inventions, or novelties.  It’s 
about imagining, mobilizing, organizing, and 
competing in new ways.  

When old patterns are broken, new 
opportunities emerge
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FUTURE
MAPPING

UNCERTAIN
TIMES

IN

TH
E

transforms existing conditions into 
preferred ones

Design...
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design
adaptability

The fundamental
imperative:  

for 
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We build adaptive work systems and 
organizational networks that help you

jump the curve

ADAPTIVE WORK SYSTEM

MOBILIZE ACT ADAPT

VALUE
BUSINESS MODEL

BUSINESS MODEL

TRANSITION

MARKET
ADOPTION

NEW DESIGN
STANDARD

TODAY
VOLUME

Acelerated 
transformation

New  organizational
capabilities

ADAPTIVE WORK SYSTEM

1.)  LEADERSHIP 4.)  WORK SYSTEM DESIGN 6.)  FEED-FORWARD

2.)  STRATEGY

3.)  DECISION
      ACCELERATOR

5.)  OPERATING
       NETWORK

8.)  FEEDBACK AND 
       RE-CONFIGURABILITY

MOBILIZE ACT ADAPT 7.)  REVIEW 
      AND ADJUST



Not the kind you might think. We bridge the worlds 
of design and organizational strategy.  We help 
businesses cohere and synchronize to become 
agile, high performing ecosystems. Time to 
value is accelerated.  Customers enjoy superior 
experiences. 

For over a decade the Spring Network has been at 
the frontier of thought leadership and consultation 
in advancing breakthrough forms of:

• Collaboration
• Design
• Innovation
• Strategy
• Execution 

We are Masterful Designers 
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Immersed in Innovation
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Service Offerings

We are about the

of organization strategy and design
SCIENCE TECHNOLOGy

AN
D

l  Organizational Strategy and Design

l  Design for Agility and Acceleration

l	 Digital Technology and Organization

l Service and Experience Design

l Leader as Socio-Technical Architect



2297 Oberlin Street, Palo Alto CA. 94306  T. 650.852.9521
www.spring-network.biz


